
AN EXAMINATION OF CARDIAC ARREST PATIENTS EXPERIENCES AND

THEIR TREATMENT IN AN INTENSIVE CARE UNIT

Most children who experience IHCA have an underlying health condition; . Within hospitals, patients who arrest in
nonmonitored units and the ICU are often the .. Evaluation and treatment of the patient's immediate clinical condition
and .

Different approaches for calculating IHCA incidence have been used in the literature, ranging from counting
the number of activations of a resuscitation team to the number of times that chest compressions or
defibrillation are used in order to identify the numerator. Examples include patients with single-ventricle
physiology or pulmonary artery hypertension. This could change substantially with greater use of electronic
health records. Customized medicine in the context of cardiac arrest can alter treatment protocols for
individual patients based on results from physiological measurements. In this article, I will review the history
of the CICU and discuss the recent changes in cardiovascular intensive care. There are also additional
limitations in availability of reliable, standardized IHCA data that make measurement and interpretation of
patient outcomes challenging, described in the following section. Sao Paulo Med J. If coma ensued in a patient
who experienced a short period of hypoxemia, its duration was usually less than 12 hours. We compared the
data in both patient groups and analyzed variables related to demographic factors, treatment of cardiac arrest,
complications occurring during admission, and prognosis in the 6 months after discharge. Infants and children
who suffer arrest from respiratory insufficiency often have preceding prolonged periods of increasing
hypotension, hypoxia, and acidosis, resulting in extensive asphyxial end-organ damage Nadkarni et al. In
addition, approximately 60, Japanese people have an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest due to CVDs every year
and the overall life-saving rate is still low [ 6 ]. Treatment Evaluation and treatment of the patient's immediate
clinical condition and prognosis occur in parallel and involve a multidisciplinary team including emergency
and critical care providers, neurologists, cardiologists, nurses, laboratory technicians, and other specialists that
often provides simultaneous expertise and care. Studies have been performed recently in order to improve
current systems by using additional information that is available through the electronic health record, such as
clinical data and laboratory results Churpek et al. Neonates, especially those in the delivery room, require
separate expertise and protocols. This chapter focuses on all aspects of hospital-based resuscitation systems of
care, from the individual patient's arrival through discharge. These hospitals must also be able to provide a
multidisciplinary team that has the requisite knowledge, skills, and abilities to provide advanced, coordinated
post-resuscitation care. The process of measuring IHCA outcomes shares many of the same challenges, such
as determining the most appropriate patients for inclusion, and selecting an appropriate standard metric. Since
the CVDs contain many fatal emergency diseases, coronary care unit CCU was established as a facility
responsible for intensive care in the acute phase in order to improve the outcome of the CVDs. Adjustment for
the hospital location explains a large portion of these IHCA differences. The current barriers and potential
opportunities for improving IHCA surveillance and identification are discussed later in this chapter. In order to
reduce IHCA events and improve survival for all racial and ethnic groups, it is imperative to examine overall
process and quality measures in hospitals with high rates of IHCAs.


